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  Chapter 4201 Sister Nian looks bad when she sees Nanzhengyu and his group 

 

   He came back just in time to serve the food. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan sterilized the tableware, and handed it over thoughtfully: "He is very healthy, so he 

just called and asked me to bring him something." 

 

   There are many good things in the independent continent underground auction. 

 

  Ye Maoshan did not know where he heard that a cultural relic that was strayed outside was about 

to be auctioned in Independence Island, so he called and asked Ye Wangchuan to find a way to take it 

back. 

 

   This does not need the old man at home to call himself, Ye Wangchuan will do it. 

 

   "Oh." Hearing what he said, Qiao Nian didn't ask carefully. 

 

   While the two were talking, there was a small commotion at the entrance outside, and there was 

quite a commotion. 

 

  Qiao Nian raised his eyes and saw Nan Ling and others coming in from the outside. 

 

  She only knew Nan Ling. 

 

   And Li Mo. 

 

  Like other Nan Zhengyu, Song Ling, Song Ya, etc., she doesn't know them all, nor has she seen them. 

 



  So she just glanced at it casually, and was about to look away, when she noticed that the dress skirt 

on Li Mo's body seemed torn, and it was wrinkled on her body. 

 

  She is also a designer herself, and she was quite impressed with the Xiangjia show style worn by Li 

Mo, and she met Li Mo when she came here. 

 

  She raised her eyebrows, and took another look at Li Mo. 

 

   This look revealed a new 'surprise'. 

 

  The make-up on Li Mo's face seemed to be washed off, she had a plain face, her eyes were red, 

there was no trace of blood on her face, and her lips were pale. 

 

  The whole person is like a duck that has fallen into the water, gloomy, and decay visible to the 

naked eye. 

 

  Qiao Nian rested his mandible on his hand, pouted, motioned Ye Wangchuan to look over: "What's 

wrong with them?" 

 

   As long as you pay attention to this, you will find that, except for Li Mo, the faces of others are not 

looking good! 

 

  She had a hunch that it might have something to do with Ye Wangchuan, so she asked directly. 

 

   Just in time for the food to be served, some of Qiao Nian's favorite dishes were served, such as 

spicy chicken diced, boiled fish, etc. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan calmly diverted her attention: "Whatever they do." 

 

   "?" 

 



   "Today is Aunt Xie's birthday, let's eat first." 

 

   Qiao Nian was basically sure in his heart that it had something to do with him, maybe it was 

something that happened when he went out to answer the phone that he didn't know. 

 

  But Ye Fanchuan had a word to convince her—today is Aunt Xie’s birthday. 

 

  So Qiao Nian didn't ask any more questions, and picked up the chopsticks to eat in silence. 

 

  She always concentrates on cooking when she eats. 

 

  At the dinner table, Feng Yu and Xie Tingyun were mainly talking. Later, when Nan Tianyi came 

back, Nan Tianyi found something to chat with Ye Wangchuan. 

 

  Ji Nan belongs to the person who can talk a few words with any side. He talks to this side for a 

while, and then joins the other side for a few words. 

 

   During the whole scene, only Qiao talked the least. She focused on company and ate her own food. 

Occasionally, Xie Tingyun and Ye Wangchuan would bring food to her, and she obediently ate it. 

 

  Good temper is not good. 

 

   Guan Yan was taken aback for a while. 

 

   You must know that Qiao Nian was notoriously picky about cleanliness when he was in the illegal 

area of Hongmeng. He was not stingy, and he basically didn't eat with them. 

 

  Guan Yan felt that Sun had changed a lot, and felt that this change was not bad. 

 

  Eat a meal. 



 

  Everyone chatted happily. 

 

  Xie Tingyun is not in good health and is not responsible for seeing off guests. 

 

   After she finished her meal, Nan Tianyi asked the old housekeeper to send her back to the manor 

to rest. 

 

  Qiao Nian helped send off a few people he knew, and when he went back, the guests at the 

banquet left in disorder, and most of the people staying were from the Nan family. 

 

   When she walked back, she found that Nan Ling and his group were very abnormal. They peeked at 

her from time to time, or they secretly peeked at Ye Wangchuan. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4202 Settle accounts afterwards 

 

  She originally suspected that something happened when Ye Fanchuan went out to answer the 

phone. 

 

   is more certain now. 

 

  … 

 

   and others went almost the same way. 

 

  Qiao Nian crossed his legs together, put his elbows on the table, sitting in a rather unrestrained 

posture, looked at the few who refused to leave, and said, "Tell me, what's the matter." 

 



  Nan Tianyi is also back now. 

 

  He walked over and saw Qiao Nian confronting Nan Zhengyu and the others, immediately frowned, 

blocked the girl in front of her without a trace, and lowered her face. 

 

"What's going on here?" 

 

   "No, it's nothing." Nanzhengyu was suffering. 

 

   At this moment, Ye Wangchuan who sent Feng Yu away also came back. 

 

   When Nan Zhengyu saw the young man who came back, it was like seeing the knife hanging above 

his head getting closer... 

 

  He didn't have a meal all afternoon. 

 

  He has been thinking about how to tell his eldest brother about this matter. After thinking about it 

for a long time, he couldn't even open his mouth in the face of Nan Tianyi's sharp and substantive eyes. 

 

"actually…" 

 

  He didn't want to understand, but Song Ya did. 

 

  Song Ya stood up and said to Qiao directly: "Are you his girlfriend?" 

 

   "Him?" Qiao Nian raised his eyebrows. 

 

  Song Ya pointed at Ye Wangchuan who just came back, and opened her mouth and said, "He 

hooked up with my niece in private, and tricked a little girl from my niece to be tempted and do stupid 

things." 



 

   "Today we met scumbags, and we couldn't explain it clearly, so we were unlucky. But sister, I also 

want to advise you, such a man is not good, I advise you to break up as soon as possible!" 

 

  Nan Tianyi's eyelids twitched, and before Qiao Nian could speak, he immediately asked Nan 

Zhengyu, "Is this your relative?" 

 

  Song Ling introduced Song Ya to him before. 

 

  Nan Zhengyu had a colorful face, angry and anxious: "She...she has a problem with her mind." 

 

  Song Ling's face paled even more, she couldn't believe that her sister dared to be so arrogant at this 

juncture, trembling with anger. 

 

   "Say less!" 

 

   "I'm telling the truth. All right, if you don't let me say it, I won't say it." Song Ya just shut up 

unwillingly like a victim who was forced to shut up. 

 

   Nan Zhengyu hurriedly apologized to Qiao Nian: "She's talking nonsense, don't take it to heart." 

 

   Qiao Nian narrowed her eyes, restrained the sloppy look on her face, and looked a little more 

serious: "How old are you? Call me sister." 

 

  Song Ya didn't expect her focus to be so strange, shouldn't she care about her boyfriend cheating! 

 

  Qiao Nian asked again: "How old is she?" 

 

  Guan Yan smirked: "The little girl of twenty-seven or eight? The old girl who sells matches and the 

queen who sells melons are all together." 

 



  Li Mo was suddenly humiliated, her face flushed, her almond eyes stared angrily at Guan Yan, 

wishing she could tear her up and eat her. 

 

  Guan Yan has never seen such a big storm, and he doesn't care about Li Mo's 'childish and stupid' 

threats, and deliberately provokes her: "Why, I was wrong? Aren't you 27 or 27? Are you already 30?" 

 

   "You!" Li Mo's face was flushed with blood, and Guan Yan was so angry that he jumped up. 

 

   Fortunately, Nan Tianyi interrupted her, looked at Nan Zhengyu with menacing eyes, and said in a 

deep voice, "Tell me, what happened." 

 

  Nanzhengyu knew that the surveillance video of the hotel existed, so he naturally didn't dare to 

turn black and white, so he could only hesitantly tell the story. 

 

  Although he tried his best to weaken his own existence, in front of an old Jianghu like Nan Tianyi, he 

could roughly guess the whole truth from his description. 

 

   Now Nan Tianyi was almost half-dead from anger at their muddleheaded behavior, pointing at Nan 

Zhengyu's nose, he rarely got angry: "You, you guys, you're doing great!" 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4203 Your family's affairs, solve it yourself 

 

  He selected Nanzhengyu from many side branches. In addition to liking Nanzhengyu's own ability, 

he also respected Nanzhengyu's wife. 

 

  He didn't expect that Nan Zhengyu would do things for Song Ling's relatives, regardless of right and 

wrong, and bullying others. 

 

   What's more, let Ye Wangchuan break up with Niannian? 

 



  You also threatened that if you want to hang out in the Independent Island, you can't offend them? 

 

  Chick, joke! 

 

   What a big joke! 

 

  Nan Tianyi can be sure that the reason why Ye Wangchuan didn't directly deal with these idiots was 

because of his own face. 

 

  But how can he have so much face to squander on these people with his old face? 

 

   Qiao Nian was also his wife's savior. 

 

  Wife's old friend's daughter. 

 

  Nan Tianyi was so angry that he was about to lose his mind this time. He tried to take a deep 

breath, and in front of Nanzhengyu's family, he turned around and asked the girl, "Nian Nian, how do 

you say to deal with them? Just do as you said!" 

 

   "Brother..." Song Ling didn't feel that she was going to be unlucky yet, and thought that the "they" 

in Nan Tianyi's mouth referred to Song Ya and Li Mo. 

 

  Although she was annoyed that Song Ya did stupid things behind her back, Song Ya was her own 

sister, her bones were broken and her tendons were connected. She didn't care about Li Mo, and she 

couldn't ignore Song Ya. 

 

  Song Ling's eyes flickered, and she wanted to go forward and beg Nan Tianyi to spare Song Ya this 

time, she would immediately send him out of Independence Island and never show up again. 

 

   As a result, before she could express herself, Nan Zhengyu grabbed her wrist and pulled her back. 

With a sullen face, she said forcefully, "If you still want your son well, just shut up!" 

 



   "..." 

 

  Song Ling didn't react for a moment. 

 

  Nan Zhengyu continued: "Or if you just want to take care of your natal family, you can go back and 

live with them." 

 

   "What do you mean?" Song Ling's face suddenly changed: "You want to divorce me?" 

 

  However, Nan Zhengyu didn't even look at her, and didn't explain any further, just waiting for Nan 

Tianyi's most processing results. 

 

   Or he was waiting for Qiao Nian to give the result. 

 

  But Qiao Nian didn't answer this question: "You can handle your family's affairs by yourself." 

 

  Nan Tianyi could hear the alienation in her words, and felt bitter in his heart, but he was too 

embarrassed to force him: "...OK." 

 

  Qiao Nian took her mobile phone. 

 

  She got up and said to Guan Yan and Ye Wangchuan: "Let's go." 

 

  ** 

 

  Wait for Qiao Nian and they left. 

 

   Only Nan Tianyi, Ji Nan and Nan Zhengyu's family were left in the banquet hall. 

 

  Ji Nan didn't want to intervene just now out of politeness. 



 

  It wasn't until Qiao Nian left that he looked at Nan Ling and the others, and clicked his tongue: "You 

guys really know how to pick people up and bully them, and make such a scandal on your birthday." 

 

  Nan Zhengyu kept complaining, and quickly explained: "I didn't expect him to be monitored by the 

hotel." 

 

   "I don't want to make the birthday party unsustainable because of this incident, so my head gets 

crazy and I want to press the matter as soon as possible." 

 

  Ji Nan sneered: "You don't know that people can get hotel surveillance? Then you don't know who 

they are, and you still indulge your relatives who came out of nowhere to frame them?" 

 

  Nan Ling couldn't stand it anymore: "Isn't he your friend?" 

 

   Ji Nan made a 'stop' gesture, looking at him like looking at a fool: "I don't have the ability to get the 

hotel surveillance." 

 

   "So you don't know the origin of the family until now?" 

 

  He really didn't know how to describe people like Nan Ling, they were pure idiots. 

 

  Jinan's many years of aristocratic education are engraved in his bones, otherwise there is a high 

probability that he will directly scold him, a group of idiots who have no eyesight. 

 

   "That Ye Shao and Yaomen..." Nan Zhengyu was awakened by him, remembered again, and looked 

at his elder brother. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4204 Sister Nian is more noble than you all 



 

  Nan Tianyi smiled but stared at him blankly: "He is the person behind Yaomen, and the girlfriend 

you want to make up for is Feng Lao's successor." 

 

  Feng Yu. 

 

  First Research Institute! 

 

  Nan Zhengyu and Song Ling were struck by lightning. 

 

   And Nan Ling was also stunned, he didn't believe what he heard at all, and suddenly looked at Ji 

Nan, his eyes were full of distrust: "Since he belongs to Yaomen...why do you still introduce us?" 

 

  Ji Nan laughed when he heard this: "Yaomen has always been mysterious, people didn't let me tell, 

why should I tell you." 

 

   "Besides, I never thought that you would rely on your relationship with your little uncle to really 

regard yourself as your successor, and look down on this or that." 

 

   "Didn't I introduce him to you?" 

 

  Ji Nan didn't show him any kindness, and he punished him every word. 

 

   "It's you who didn't come!" 

 

   "When you meet someone at night, you just look at their appearance and preconceive that they 

are lowly and unworthy to associate with you, the heir of the Nan family... Are these facts?" 

 

   "..." 

 



  Nan Ling's handsome face turned blue and white, facing Ji Nan's question after question, with 

bulging veins on his forehead, but he was powerless to refute. 

 

"And one more thing." 

 

  Ji Nan also took a deep breath, insisting on venting his anger on Qiao Nian's behalf, and looked at 

Nan Zhengyu again. 

 

   "Before you said that someone kicked his girlfriend, did you ask who his girlfriend was?" 

 

  Nanzhengyu's scalp was numb, and the old man blushed: "Ji Shao." 

 

   "Don't call me, I can't afford you to say 'less'." 

 

  Ji Nan sneered, and immediately said in front of Nan Zhengyu's family: "Your girlfriend who is not as 

good as your wife's distant relative is from our Ji family!" 

 

  Nan Zhengyu opened his mouth, but failed to close it. 

 

   This time his face really changed. 

 

  Ji's family? ! 

 

  The girl is from Ji's family? ! 

 

  He tried hard to think how could there be such a person in Ji's family. 

 

  Seeing Ji Nan's expressionless face, he continued: "In addition to us, there is another direct line in 

the direct line of the Ji family. At your age, you should have heard of my little aunt's name..." 

 



  Ji Nan didn't say clearly about the season. 

 

  Mainly Song Ya and others are not worthy of him mentioning Ji Qing. 

 

  Nan Zhengyu immediately knew who he was talking about, his expression was like a lightning strike, 

his back was bent half an inch, his lips trembled, and he was speechless for a long time. 

 

"she…" 

 

  Nanzhengyu's throat was tearing, and a **** smell surged from his chest and rushed into his throat, 

angry, anxious and regretful. 

 

  Under the pressure of all kinds of emotions, Nan Zhengyu almost vomited a mouthful of blood. 

 

  —Who did Song Ya and Li Mo provoke! 

 

   And he himself regretted the behavior of lard at that time. 

 

  If time could come back and he passed by now, he would definitely not think of relying on his power 

to force Ye Wangchuan to bow his head and break up to marry Li Mo. 

 

  Nan Tianyi didn't bother to waste time with them: "Tell me, how do you plan to solve it?" 

 

  Nan Zhengyu came back to his senses in a daze, and understood. 

 

  He turned around and looked back at Song Ling, Song Ya and the others, his gaze paused on Li Mo, 

hesitating, how to solve it. 

 

   Song Ya came to her senses and realized that she had provoked the wrong person. 

 



   Panicked. 

 

   Changing her previous arrogant attitude, she grabbed Song Ling's hand and begged bitterly, 

"Sister." 

 

   "..." Song Ling opened her mouth, her face pale. 

 

  What's the use of Song Ya calling her now, what did she do long ago! 

 

   "Sister, Momo is the person I brought. She has a problem, and I can't explain it to my family... 

Please help me." 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4205 Nanling Nanzhengyu lost the right of inheritance 

 

  Song Ling couldn't bear her begging, and just turned her face towards Nanzhengyu. 

 

  Opened his mouth, but before he opened his mouth, Nan Zhengyu said: "The family has been 

messed up like this by them, and you still have to protect it! For the sake of our son, we have only one 

way to divorce." 

 

   "Don't." Song Ling was beaten back, shrinking her neck, and hurriedly stopped with a pale face. 

 

  Nan Ling looked at his father disapprovingly: "Dad, don't say a few words." 

 

  Nan Zhengyu was grinding his lips, with a stern face and an ugly face. At least he didn't say anything 

about him in front of Nan Tianyi, and said patiently: "You guys should at least apologize to others for 

making such a mess." 

 

   "Tsk." 



 

  Ji Nan saw that they held back for so long, and put on a good show of crying and begging again, and 

thought that Nan Zhengyu was going to say how powerful the result was. 

 

   As a result, Nan Zhengyu asked Li Mo to apologize. 

 

  Ji Nan didn't have eyes to look any further, and lazily said to Nan Tianyi: "Little uncle, you chat 

slowly, I'll go first." 

 

  Nan Tianyi seemed to be wearing a magic spell on his head, pinching his forehead so painfully that it 

was about to explode. He waved his hand at him, weakly: "Well, you go first." 

 

  Ji Nan took his car keys and left without looking back. 

 

  Nan Ling also breathed a sigh of relief, naively thinking that as long as Ji Nan left, today's matter 

would be easier to settle properly. 

 

Who knew that Nan Tianyi looked at them again, and this time he didn't ask Nan Zhengyu how to deal 

with it, and said directly: "I left the family affairs to you before, it was really too hasty, and I didn't know 

whether you are qualified or not. Have the ability to be responsible for the future of a family..." 

 

  Nanzhengyu's eyebrows were beating, and he had a new year's idea ready to come out. 

 

   "If it was the processing result you showed me just now... I can tell you clearly that you are out of 

the game with me." 

 

   "..." 

 

  Nan Zhengyu's face turned pale in an instant. 

 

  Nan Tianyi ignored his stunned reaction, and continued coldly: "Tomorrow, I will arrange people 

from the fifth and sixth rooms to go to your place to get the materials." 



 

   "Brother." 

 

"It's decided like that." Nan Tianyi waved his hand, signaling that he doesn't need to continue: "I'm just 

an old face, enough for you to squander it a few times? Just forget it last time, this time I want to pay it 

back to protect you, and I won't give anyone an explanation. , I can’t justify it!” 

 

  Nan Zhengyu saw his determination, and supported the back of the chair beside him with all his 

strength, so as not to lose his mind and make a shameful joke. 

 

  Nan Tianyi looked around Song Ya and Li Mo, with undisguised disgust in his eyes: "As for the two of 

them..." 

 

  Li Mo and Song Ya raised their hearts to their throats. 

 

   Nan Tianyi frowned, and said blankly: "You can figure it out." 

 

  Nan Zhengyu pulled a bitter face: "...Yes." 

 

  … 

 

  Nan Tianyi also left. 

 

  In a blink of an eye, only Nanzhengyu and his family were left in this area. 

 

  Li Mo stopped crying at this moment, Qiqi Ai called out: "Uncle, Uncle." 

 

  Song Ya also clenched her hands tightly, and pleaded cautiously: "Brother-in-law, we know we were 

wrong. I promise, it will never be like this in the future!" 

 



  She turned to look at Song Ling with flushed eyes again, and said sadly: "Sister, please help me tell 

my brother-in-law so that he doesn't send us away." 

 

  Nanling held Song Ling back, not giving Song Ya a chance to be miserable, and also said to Song Ling: 

"You just heard what uncle said, so don't worry about it." 

 

  Song Ling was wearing a purple cheongsam, with a white shawl on her shoulders, her well-

maintained oval face had a trace of unbearable, a little bit wanting to intercede for Song Ya. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4206 Song Ya and Li Mo are finished 

 

   Hear the reminder from his own son. 

 

  She couldn't bear it at all and turned into annoyance, she turned her head away, refusing to look at 

Song Ya and Li Mo. 

 

   "You said you came to Independent Continent to find me, and I would help you everywhere, but 

you did such a big thing without telling me, and the troubles are like this, what can I do to help you?" 

 

   "Sister, I know I was wrong." 

 

   Song Ya saw that Song Ling ignored her. 

 

  She begged Nan Zhengyu again: "Brother-in-law, I was wrong, I was really wrong." 

 

   "Let go!" 

 

  However, Nan Zhengyu shook off her hand and didn't give her a chance to admit her mistake. He 

took a deep breath and tried to calm down the anger in his chest, but he still couldn't suppress it. 



 

  Thirty years of hard work and ten years of planning, just to destroy today! 

 

   Did they know they were wrong? 

 

  Song Ya thought that a simple confession would solve the problem? If possible, he would also like to 

find those two immediately, and admit his mistake with his old face. 

 

   Nan Zhengyu shook off Song Ya's entanglement, looked down at her with a frosty expression, and 

said, "You think sending you away will solve the problem?" 

 

   Song Ya hasn't reacted yet: "What do you mean?" 

 

  Li Mo's heart skipped a beat, she raised her head, her lips were trembling, she was really scared, she 

knew she was scared: "Uncle, uncle." 

 

  Nanzhengyu didn't care about anyone, and said directly: "What you have done here is enough to 

make you permanently disabled." 

 

  Independence Island has no police, so naturally there is no law. 

 

   But there are rules here. 

 

  For example, the behaviors of Song Ya and Li Mo can be said to be sloppy, and there is no lower 

limit. 

 

   To put it more seriously, they are called framing! 

 

  Any such people caught in Independence Island will usually cut off their hands and feet, and they 

can choose hands or feet as punishment. 

 



   "When I go back and notify the people in your family to come, do what you want!" Nan Zhengyu 

settled the matter. 

 

  Song Ling didn't expect her husband to be so cruel, far exceeding the result of what she thought at 

first. 

 

  She still couldn't bear it, broke away from Nan Ling's restraint with a pale face, and rushed to grab 

Nan Zhengyu's arm: "Zhengyu, she is my own sister after all..." 

 

   "Then you are willing to watch our family go down and see your son bear the consequences for 

them?" Nan Zhengyu raised his hand to cover her hand, and pulled it away inch by inch. 

 

   "..." Song Ling stood there as if she lost her soul, unable to answer for a long time. 

 

  Nan Zhengyu ignored her, and called Nan Ling away with a sullen face: "Come with me." 

 

  Nan Ling glanced at his mother and aunt, but did not look at Li Mo, and raised his legs to follow... 

 

  ** 

 

  Nanzhengyu did not go far. 

 

  Walking to a quiet corner of the hotel, called a waiter and asked him to bring him a knife. 

 

   According to his request, the waiter quickly brought over a sharp knife and handed it to Nan 

Zhengyu. 

 

  Nan Zhengyu held the knife for a long time without moving, and didn't know what he was going to 

do. 

 



   It was still Nan Ling who saw him call himself out, and didn't speak for a long time, and asked the 

waiter to bring the knife again. 

 

  He waited for a while, then called out to the absent-minded man: "Dad, what's wrong with you?" 

 

  Nan Zhengyu seemed to wake up, raised his eyes to see him, refocused his eyes, and pulled a smile 

on his gentle face, with bitterness in his smile. 

 

   "Ah, let me trouble you with one thing in a while, and you must do it well." 

 

"You say." 

 

   "One, take me to the hospital later." 

 

   "?" 

 

  Nan Ling was puzzled. 

 

  Nan Zhengyu pretended not to see it, and continued: "Second, put the 'thing' in a box and send it to 

your uncle. Let me say that I gave him and Ye Shao an explanation." 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4207 I hope this ends 

 

   "Dad, what do you mean." No matter how slow Nan Ling was, he still realized what Nan Zhengyu 

was about to do. 

 

   "Your uncle wants an explanation. Do you think it's over just the two of them? We also 

participated, and I have to explain to others." 



 

  Nan Zhengyu stepped back two steps, distanced himself from him, and didn't give him a chance to 

stop him at all. 

 

   He gritted his teeth and swung the knife vigorously to cut off a section of his little finger. Blood 

gushed out and instantly stained the ground red, which was shocking. 

 

"ah!" 

 

   Nan Zhengyu screamed in pain. 

 

   But he is an ambitious and courageous person after all, otherwise he would not have been selected 

by Nan Tianyi from so many side branches. 

 

  Nan Zhengyu quickly endured the severe pain enough to cause dizziness, covered his bleeding hand, 

looked at his stunned son, and said in a deep voice, "I know you always think that I don't need to do 

this..." 

 

   "But son, you have to be clear... The reason why you can stand in the same circle as Ji Nan and 

Daniel is not because of how good you are, but because your uncle recognizes our family!" 

 

   "You are different from Ji Nan and Daniel. They are the one with the most resources in the family 

no matter what, but you are not." 

 

   "Don't be so arrogant in the future. Some things your mother often tells you will only hurt you." 

 

  Nan Ling reacted from the shock, went to support him, his forehead was covered with fine sweat, 

and was extremely painful: "Stop talking, I'll take you to the hospital!" 

 

  Nan Zhengyu insisted on not leaving, and reminded him: "Pick up the things on the ground first, and 

remember what I told you." 

 



   Nan Ling gritted his teeth, let go of him, and went back to pick up the small finger on the ground. 

The fingertips couldn't stop shaking. He put the thing in his pocket and supported Nan Zhengyu again: 

"Go to the hospital!" 

 

  Nan Zhengyu was in severe pain and lost blood, his face was as white as paper, and all the strength 

in his body was draining rapidly, so he had to put most of his body weight on Nan Ling. 

 

  Finally, with the help of Nanling, he staggered out of the hotel, got in the car, and rushed to the 

hospital. 

 

  ** 

 

  Because Ye Wangchuan kept quiet, few people knew that there was a big farce at Xie Tingyun's 

birthday party. 

 

  But the news that Nanzhengyu entered the hospital still spread to the ears of many people in 

Independence Island like wings. 

 

   A handful of people who know the truth. 

 

   Such as Ross, Daniel. 

 

  They wondered why Qingnan Zhengyu was hospitalized this time, but no one dared to go out and 

talk nonsense. 

 

  It doesn’t matter whether it’s mainly Ross or Daniel. 

 

  The two of them only followed the first half, they probably knew that Ye Wangchuan had a lot of 

relationship with Yaomen, it was better for Nan Ling to follow the whole process, knowing what the 

relationship between Ye Wangchuan and Yaomen was. 

 

  They only spoke to the old man who was in power at home, and wisely kept silent. 



 

  … 

 

  Received the news at Li's house, as if he had suffered a catastrophe, while the old lady at home 

brought people on the way. 

 

  Qiao Nian also received an apology text message from Nan Tianyi, which roughly explained the 

follow-up results of what happened at the birthday party. 

 

  It was already the next morning. Nan Tianyi received an 'apology' from Nan Ling. He learned that 

Nan Zhengyu was in the hospital. After visiting Nan Zhengyu in the hospital, he sent a text message to 

Qiao Nian... 

 

  Qiao Nian scanned ten lines at the entrance of the first research institute, saw that Nan Tianyi 

wanted her to stop here, so she didn't reply, and put her phone into the research institute. 

 

   It's another whole day when I get busy. 

 

  By the time she was freed from the complicated experiment, it was already dark outside. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4208 Sure enough, it was written by Nie Qingru 

 

  Qiao Nian told Shi Fu, then packed her bag, took her own things and prepared to go back. 

 

  … 

 

Outside. 

 



  Ye Fanchuan's black Phaeton has been waiting outside for quite a while. 

 

   Seeing all the researchers come out, Guan Yan was even more excited than Ye Wangchuan, and 

immediately put down the car window to talk to the girl who came out. 

 

   "Sun, you figured it out. I thought you were going to spend the night in there tonight." 

 

   "Too much experimental data." 

 

  Qiao Nian walked over, opened the car door and sat in the co-pilot, and put on the seat belt for 

herself, her black eyes saw the people sitting in the back row through the rearview mirror. 

 

   "Why are you free to come and find me today?" 

 

   "I am free anytime, you are the one who is not available." 

 

   Guan Yan said so, and glanced at the girl with a slightly tired expression covering her black pupils 

under her eyelashes with the brim of her hat lowered. 

 

   "I came here to tell you that the matter you asked me to investigate has the result." 

 

   "Huh?" Qiao Nian just pushed the window of the car to let the outside wind blow in, blowing away 

a trace of fatigue from her body. Hearing this, she glanced at Guanyan: "What did you find out?" 

 

  Guan Yan did not avoid the existence of Ye Wangchuan, and said cautiously: "This Li Mo has indeed 

been in contact with people from the Hermit family. As for whether it is Nie Qingru, I am not sure for the 

time being." 

 

  Qiao Nian frowned irritably, probably thinking of something funny, couldn't help but sneered, "Tsk!" 

 

  Guan Yan sensed the low air pressure in the car, and wisely kept silent. 



 

  Qiao Nian raised his hand and pulled down his peaked cap to cover the murderous look in his eyes: 

"What else do I have to do to make her calm down. Or is it only by not treating her as a human being 

that she will know how to restrain herself?" 

 

   "sun." Guan Yan couldn't bear it. 

 

  Qiao Nian closed her eyes, suppressing the surging blood in her eyes, and when she opened them 

again, there was only endless indifference in her eyes. 

 

   "Zhai Xicheng is still in the prison?" 

 

   "Well, yes." 

 

   "Find someone to break his leg, record a video and send it to Nie Qingru, and tell her that she's 

trying to trick the people around me again, and I don't mind sending a dead person back." 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't want to do this, but when dealing with people like Nie Qingru, conventional 

methods couldn't make her stop at all. Only when she used the same means on people she cared about 

did she know how to be afraid. 

 

  Guan Yan smiled: "She will make trouble with you again later, accusing you of being unfilial." 

 

  Qiao Nian put her hands on her lap, impatiently: "Whatever she wants." 

 

   "That's right." Guan Yan nodded, thinking about it: "Besides those old-fashioned rhetoric, she 

doesn't seem to be able to find anything else to say." 

 

  Even she couldn't figure out why Nie Qingru was so obsessed with playing with the fact that she was 

Grandma Sun. 

 



  It feels like she has experienced the deep admiration and admiration in Ji Qing, so she must want to 

find the same affection as Ji Qing in Sun. 

 

  Sun is more indifferent to her, and doesn't take her so-called grandmother status seriously. 

 

  The more she can't accept it, the more she wants to emphasize her identity. 

 

   It seems that as long as she makes sun recognize her grandmother. 

 

  sun will become like Ji Qing and obey her, no matter how hurt she is, she still cares about her family 

and puts her first... 

 

  But Nie Qingru didn't think about it herself—when Ji Qing put her first, she dismissed her and even 

killed her. 

 

  Now she wants Sun to listen to her, why? 

 

  Thinking of this, Guan Yan raised his peachy eyes: "By the way, that Li Mo...how are you going to 

deal with it?" 

 

  Besides Nie Qingru, Li Mo is also a participant. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4209 Miss Nian is willing to give another chance 

 

   "Huh?" Qiao Nian didn't realize it at first, and paused for a while, with waves in his eyes, as cold as 

ice: "We'll talk about it when their family members arrive." 

 

  She is still willing to give Nan Tianyi another chance and hand over Li Mo to the Nan family to deal 

with. 



 

  But if the result of Nan Tianyi's handling of her is not satisfactory, she has only herself to defend 

herself. 

 

  Qiao Nian is impossible for Ye Wangchuan to suffer this grievance! 

 

  ** 

 

  The old lady of the Li family took a plane and landed at the Independent Island Airport three days 

later, and Song Ling picked her up. 

 

  Wait for the people in the airport to come out. 

 

  Song Ling saw a familiar figure, and in shock, she quickly walked up to him and helped him up: 

"Mom, why are you here?" 

 

  Mother Song shook her hand with a smile: "I came with my mother-in-law." 

 

  Song Ling immediately noticed the people behind. 

 

  The old lady of the Li family walked behind Song's mother. She was in her early eighties, her hair 

was full of silver threads and she was combed back into a neat bun. She walked steadily and was full of 

energy. 

 

  The two of them were followed by Li Mo's father who accompanied them, and an assistant who was 

in charge of carrying the suitcase. 

 

  The group of people was mighty and mighty, attracting a lot of attention. 

 

  Song Ling immediately showed a embarrassed expression, and greeted the group: "Let's go back 

first." 



 

   Although Song's mother was dissatisfied with her daughter's attitude of not talking to her in-laws, 

she couldn't say anything, so she asked Shang Li's family to get in the car together. 

 

   On the road. 

 

  Mother Song couldn't help asking about Li Mo and Song Ya. 

 

   "What happened to your sister?" 

 

   "I received the news that I packed up my things overnight and went to my mother-in-law. I came 

here from country Y and didn't fall asleep all night." 

 

  Song Ling didn't know how to speak: "I can't speak clearly in a few words." 

 

  Mother Song was not satisfied with this answer: "Then you speak slowly, we have time to listen, 

please tell me what happened first." 

 

   Song Ling had no choice but to tell them the ins and outs of the matter on the way. 

 

  Mother Song was not the only one who was quiet in the car. 

 

  The few people from Lian's house were all speechless. 

 

  Old lady Li almost died of anger, she grabbed the clothes on her chest to relieve her breath. 

 

  Mother Song had nothing to say now, so she could only say, "Let's go to the hospital to see Zhengyu 

first." 

 

"good." 



 

  Song Ling reluctantly agreed, and arranged for the driver to drive to the hospital first. 

 

  … 

 

  In the hospital. 

 

  The doctor in the Nanzhengyu ward is checking the position of his left hand, and told the nurse to 

wait for the medicine and pay attention to the wound infection. 

 

  The sound of mighty footsteps came from the door. 

 

  Nanling turned around and saw her mother leading her grandmother, whom she hadn't seen for a 

long time, and a lot of people she didn't know coming in. 

 

  Song Ling couldn't lift her head up in front of Nan Zhengyu in the past few days, and now she 

walked to the hospital bed, and murmured: "Zhengyu, Mom said to come and see you." 

 

  Nanzhengyu saw Song's mother among the crowd when they came in, and also saw the old lady of 

the Li family, and immediately understood that the mother-in-law was called by the old lady of the Li 

family, and the purpose was ready to come out. 

 

  His finger hurts again after he had taken care of it for a few days, and he pushed Nan Ling away 

reluctantly: "Go to the company and help me get the official seal." 

 

   "...Okay." Knowing that Nan Zhengyu was making an excuse for not wanting him to stay, Nan Ling 

also took the car keys, said something to Song Ling, and walked out expressionlessly. 

 

  Mother Song saw that her good grandson was very indifferent to her this time, and she didn't call 

anyone. While she was at a loss, she wanted to find out where Song Ya and Li Mo were. 

 

   "You go out too." 



 

  Nanzhengyu waited for Nanling to leave, pointed at the door, and said to Song Ling. 

 

 

 

  Chapter 4210 I can't intercede, I have to push the family to the fire pit 

 

  Song Ling met his indifferent eyes, swallowed the words in his stomach, went out with the doctors 

and nurses, and closed the door of the ward for him by the way. 

 

  Only Nan Zhengyu, Song's mother, and the Li family were left in the ward. 

 

  He propped up the pillow and sat on the hospital bed, and said directly to Mother Song, "Mom, 

you've seen it too, I'm like this myself, so don't say that I don't want to help." 

 

   "I..." Mother Song's heart skipped a beat, panicked and embarrassed. 

 

Nan Zhengyu didn't care whether she was embarrassed or not: "Song Ya and the others offended people 

from unusual backgrounds. As long as they refuse to forgive them, there is no room for change in this 

matter. All I can do now is to try to save their lives. Don't think about anything else." 

 

  Mother Song's eyes were red in an instant, she covered her mouth, and almost burst into tears: 

"You mean that Song Ya can only be..." 

 

  Song Ling told them on the road that Song Ya and Li Mo would have one arm or one leg broken, and 

then thrown out of Independent Island. 

 

  Mother Song really couldn't accept that her well-behaved daughter had ended up like this. 

 

  Nan Zhengyu looked at her calmly, and also looked at the old lady Li who was hiding behind: "No 

one is an exception. If you do something wrong, you have to pay the price. You are all paying for your 

own actions!" 



 

  … 

 

   This visit can be said to end unhappy. 

 

  When Song's mother walked out of the hospital, her tears couldn't stop flowing down, and she 

couldn't even wipe them clean. 

 

  Mrs. Li is more stable. With the company of her family, she can even comfort Mother Song and tell 

her not to cry. 

 

   Then the group went to the hotel to check in first. 

 

  Once Mrs. Li sent Mother Song off to her room, she saw Father Li and others waiting in her room. 

She closed the door sullenly, and walked straight to the duplex living room. 

 

   "You have also heard what the Nan family said." 

 

"mom." 

 

The old lady Li ignored him, walked straight to the sofa and sat down, then raised her eyes and looked 

around at the few people, and said solemnly: "It is said that I will not care about her at all if she makes 

such a mess. But the Li family has already reached the edge of the cliff Up, we have to fight to the 

point." 

 

  Father Li did not understand and asked, "You mean...?" 

 

"We have not yet contacted the investor from Shanghai Overseas. The overseas capital chain is about to 

break, and the company is on the verge of collapse. We must have a strong foreign aid to inject funds in. 

Originally, I put my hope on Momo, hoping that she will be independent. To find a suitable blind date in 

Zhou... Now that hope is shattered, we can only walk a tightrope to survive!" 

 



  Old lady Li's powerful voice soothed the anxiety of several people, and they all waited for her next 

instructions. 

 

  Old lady Li was a ruthless person when she was young, and she is as bold as she was when she was 

young. 

 

   "I asked around before I came. Although they are stupid in their work, they have a good eye for 

people. I chose the one from the Ye family in Beijing." 

 

   "Ye family?" Father Li reacted this time and asked in surprise, "You mean Ye Shao from the Ye 

family?" 

 

The old lady Li gave him a look of 'who else could be', and then lowered her eyes, the old **** was still 

thinking: "Since an apology can't solve the problem, we might as well add fire and make the matter 

bigger, and the trouble will be worse." When we grow up, we can fish in troubled waters." 

 

   "?" 

 

  She saw that the other people still had puzzled expressions on their faces, and she didn't bother to 

explain to them, so she started to make arrangements. 

 

  The rest of the Li family still hesitated. 

 

  Old lady Li sat on the sofa calmly and said confidently, "Do as I tell you." 


